Human brain development and its in vitro recapitulation.
Humans have a large and gyrencephalic brain. The higher intellectual ability of humans is dependent on the proper development of the brain. Brain malformation is often associated with cognitive dysfunction. It is thus important to know how our brain grows during development. Several animal species have been used as models to understand the mechanisms of brain development, and have provided us with basic information in this regard. It has been revealed that mammalian brain development basically proceeds through a similar process by common mechanisms, including neural stem cell proliferation and neurogenesis. However, humans also display species-specific features in these processes. These differences seem to be important for building the proper human brain structure. Analysis of these human-specific features requires human brain samples, which are difficult to obtain due to both ethical and practical reasons. Nevertheless, brain organoids derived from human pluripotent stem cells can be used as models to study human brain development and pathology because such organoids can partly recapitulate human fetal developmental processes. In this review, we will review some human-specific features during brain development and discuss brain organoid technology as a model system. We will especially focusing on neocortical development.